The News Bulletin that Highlights www.SaskGames.com Content

January/February 2015

Welcome to the SaskGames News Bulletin. We at SaskGames are working to strengthen the
gaming community in Saskatchewan by sending out a periodic bulletin to inform the gaming
community of events and other game related news.
Play On, Saskatchewan!
Looking For Group

The Marketplace

Member bio info and people looking for
game groups: HERE

The marketplace: Post items to buy, sell,
or trade HERE

2015 Gaming Goals
Some members are sharing their 2015
gaming goals and progress HERE
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Locally Developed Games
There is a section for showcasing
Saskatchewan made games & products
HERE

What’s Hitting the Table
Members share insights about games
that are hitting their table HERE

Game Store Directory
You can find a directory of Saskatchewan
game stores HERE
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Cover Photo Credit
Cover photo by Murray Bennett of the Boardgame
Memoir 44.
If you have a photo you have taken and would like to showcase it,
send to Photos@SaskGames.com
If you want to discuss this issue, feel free to join the discussion
or post your thoughts HERE

Venues
Here is a listing of venues. Simply
put, venues are physical locations
where games are played.
ComicReaders (Downtown Regina)
Dragon’s Den Games (Saskatoon)
Tramps (Regina)
ChewsDay Challenge (Regina)
Strategy Saturday (Regina)
FRAG Game Days (Regina)
Prairie Game eXpo (Regina)
Wokbox (South Regina)
Miscellaneous Events
ALBERTA Events
MANITOBA Events

Welcome To New Members
We would like to extend a welcome
to the new SaskGames members.
This is a list of members who signed
up during the previous month.
Welcome, and happy gaming!!
thespiel

madmanntis

Stonesthrow

Kmur101

Krasz

Cryptek Dragon

Pridgenita

Spellbinderbel

Mr.Hansen

JemLee

Slaanesh

TitusPullo

envirobear

Dsexton

Andronicus

Daniel S

Carebear83

thomsste

RileyT

Jordan

AJScotian

Burke

CitizenVectron

Nicole

wilibus

Bryan

Dented Doug

Jayme

Status-Low

Sil3nced

Diplomacy

RhettT

jamsmackay

RockBane

Freakish

raining pizzas

jillholroyd

Kyle

DrakeC

Chia17

buckchop

tightleftbreast

Kelvinbrowne

briansalminen

Char

Next Issue will come out on April 15th, 2015
Submission Deadline is April 1st, 2015.
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Coming Events
Here is what is coming up in the next 45 days. This is copied directly from the SaskGames site. Click on any of the following
events to learn more. If you know of additional events, please make sure they get set up on SaskGames so they will automatically
appear here. If you want, SaskGames has a full Calendar of events that you can view online.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Games Night - Wok Box Regina South - 02 Mar
Carcassonne League Night - 03 Mar
ChewsDay Challenge - 03 Mar
Tramp’s: Flames of War Demo - 04 Mar
Tramp’s: D&D Encounters - 04 Mar
Tramp’s: FNM - 06 Mar
ComicReaders Downtown: Magic (FNM) - 06 Mar
Tramp’s: X-Wing Store Championship - 07 Mar
Games Night - Wok Box Regina South - 09 Mar
ChewsDay Challenge - 10 Mar
Tramp’s: D&D Encounters - 11 Mar
Tramp’s: FNM - 13 Mar
ComicReaders Downtown: Magic (FNM) - 13 Mar
Strategy Saturday - 14 Mar
Tramp’s: GoT LCG Store Championship - 14 Mar
Games Night - Wok Box Regina South - 16 Mar
ChewsDay Challenge - 17 Mar

Tramp’s: D&D Encounters - 18 Mar
ComicReaders Downtown: Magic (FNM) - 20 Mar
Tramp’s: Dragons of Tarkir Pre-release (MTG) - 21 Mar
Games Night - Wok Box Regina South - 23 Mar
Carcassonne League Night - 24 Mar
ChewsDay Challenge - 24 Mar
Tramp’s: D&D Encounters - 25 Mar
FRAG - Games Day - 28 Mar
Games Night - Wok Box Regina South - 30 Mar
ChewsDay Challenge - 31 Mar
Tramp’s: Flames of War Demo - 01 Apr
Games Night - Wok Box Regina South - 06 Apr
Strategy Saturday - 11 Apr
Games Night - Wok Box Regina South - 13 Apr
Carcassonne League Night - 14 Apr
Games Night - Wok Box Regina South - 20 Apr

Upcoming
Conventions & Expos
Here is a list of Gaming Conventions and Fan Expos. This list
contains events that are both local and abroad. As events
get set up on the SaskGames website, these events will
link to the event listing and provide more details. There are
many fantastic events on the horizon for you to get your
gaming fix.These events provide a great opportunity to play
some of the longer epic games.
February 2015 - Legiocon - Winnipeg, Manitoba
March 2015 - Prarie Game eXpo - Regina, Sask
March 2015 - Prarie Con - Brandon, Manitoba
October 2015 – 24 Hours to Play with Your Food – Regina,
Saskatchewan

November 2015 - BGGCON – Dallas, Texas

Prairie Game Expo Jan 2015
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Play With Your Food
by Murray Bennett

Why it is awesome!
2014 was my first
year as part of
Sask Games. I had
been looking for
something to be
a part of as my
sports career is
winding
down
and I did what
everyone does:
I Googled. I found Sask Games and looked at the Chewsday
event and thought why not give it a chance.
13 months later I am fully into the hobby and have made a
bunch of fantastic new friends! I had the opportunity to
participate in the second Play With Your Food event for Souls
Harbour; what an awesome event and doing things for others
is something that is an important part of my life.

What could be a
more fun way to raise
money than playing
games for 24 hrs!”

24 hours of gaming - what
a novel and fun way to raise
money for an organization
that is doing great work
in Regina. $26,000 raised.
Phenomenal! Enough to
put 2 women and their
families through a one year
addictions treatment plan
at the facility; it felt good
to be a part of that.

I was one of a group who did the whole 24hrs and the time
seemed to fly by. I initially started with my team of 6 and we
put in the required 4hrs as a team playing games such as Dead
of Winter and Cosmic Encounter. We had a great time and lots
of laughs and backstabbing were the norm!
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After 2 years at the helm, and making this event truly
something special, Matt Robertson asked me if I would be
interested in taking this event on in 2015. I had been planning
to see if I could help out in any way, so I don’t recall it taking
me long to say yes. From past experience in organizations I
know that you can only do this kind of things if you surround
yourself with good people.
I immediately asked Ameya Bhandarkar if he would co-chair
this event and he readily agreed. From there we put together
a solid committee and we are busy planning this year’s event.
We will be expanding to 120 players this year and we are
doing some outside fundraising events that will go directly to
the event fundraising amount.

The first event will be the MegaGame March 21st at the Artful
Dodger in Regina. This event sold out in 10 hours and will raise
a minimum of $1200 for Play With Your Food, so we are off to a
good start on our goal of $20,000 for the 2015 event!
If you are interested in getting a team into Play With Your Food
2015 please go to the forums.
I will follow this story with more info in the next newsletter!
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Low-Cost and
No-Cost Gaming:
From Abstracts
to Zombies

Zombie In My Pocket

by Carol LaGrow
A game’s value isn’t all about its price; a $100 game played 100
times is a better deal to me than a $20 sale game played once,
or a $5 game that just sits on my shelf. Price does not dictate
quality, either. I have some $10 games that are worn out from
play, and some $50 games that only came out of the box
once. This article will focus on games that are free, or very low
cost. These games are frequently overlooked, but there are
many advantages to low-cost and no-cost games. They may
be played as much or as little as you wish, without worrying
about price-per-game calculations, whereas more expensive
games often exert an invisible pressure to be played. Some
games are playable with items you may already have, and
so don’t take up additional space on your shelves, another
frequent concern of gamers. Some games are available to
print (from files hosted online) and play, so they may be made
right at home.

Game: Bunte Runde

Let’s take Bunte Runde, a 2005 design by Reiner Knizia. It had
its original German release in 2005, and a Polish release in
2010. Wait, an article about low-cost gaming is starting with
an obscure out-of-print release from Europe? It turns out that
this obscure, out-of-print release is also playable with a much
more common game, Qwirkle, some coins or chips, and a
pawn or figure of any type. Qwirkle has wooden blocks and
shapes reminiscent of the original release, but Bunte Runde
could also be played with cards from a Rage or Parade deck.
In Bunte Runde, the tiles (or cards) are placed in a circle, and
the pawn is placed on a tile. On each turn, a player may move
the pawn one, two, or three spaces, and take the tile on which
they land. When the last tile of a color or shape is taken, that
color or shape is scored, with everyone who owns a tile in that
color or shape receiving chips. The object is to have the most
chips at the end of the game. The struggle is whether to have
a little bit of many things, to score as often as possible, or to
specialize in a few things, keeping the points to yourself, but
perhaps missing the boat.
I mentioned a Rage deck, and it’s worth going back and
discussing what that is. A Rage deck, available at discount
stores or places such as Amazon, is almost a game collection in
and of itself. It has enough suits and numbers to accommodate
a wide variety of games, including another Knizia design,
Schotten-Totten (precursor to Battle Line). Some glass stones
(or wooden cubes, or markers of any type) are needed. Players
play cards in columns, trying to beat their opponent’s total in
each. Not every column can be equally strong, so some must
be sacrificed, without letting your opponent reach the victory
conditions first. Another game that can be played with a Rage
deck is Parade by Naoki Homma, a game that has had several
themed releases, but its most recent release looks quite
similar to some Rage decks. In Parade, all players play cards to
one row, and must take cards from the row that are the same
color as the card played, or a lower number. Cards that are
within as many spaces as the number of the card played are
protected (a five protects five spots). Taking cards is risky, as
each usually gives as many negative points as their face value,
but if a player has the most cards in a color, each card of that
color is only one negative point. Bold moves can pay off.

Designer: Reiner Knizia
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Zombie in my Pocket needs only a few pages of components,
and assembly is straight-forward (cards and tiles). For those
among us that are not feeling crafty, there are services that
print items on demand. One such service is ArtsCow, where
files can be hosted, and printed by anyone for only the cost
of the materials. My card games, The Cottonwood Contest,
and The Cottonwood Contest: Cousins, are both available on
ArtsCow (and as PDFs for anyone who would prefer to printand-play at home). When someone orders the decks, they are
printed on standard-sized cards, and arrive in the mail, ready
to open up and begin shuffling. In The Cottonwood Contest,
players are competing to run the most successful farm, by
making the most profit selling at the yearly markets. The cards
have a different item on each end, which gives more variety
than that many cards would usually allow.

Game: Financier
Designer: Sid Sackson
Reiner Knizia is certainly one of the most well-known names
in board gaming; another classic designer is Sid Sackson.
Financier is a Sackson design from the seventies, published in
The 6 Pack of Paper & Pencil Games, later released in Games
Magazine as A Stock Market Game. The game is a score sheet
and two standard dice. Not only is it easily playable with
minimal components, it gets bonus points for being playable
on a shared spreadsheet, so that it can be played electronically
with remote opponents. In Financier, there are six companies.
Players buy stocks in the companies, and they want their
portfolio’s worth to be the largest at the end of the game.
The dice constrain which companies’ prices may be changed,
how much, and in which direction (up or down). Players are
given money in set denominations, and no change is given. It
is important to use the money as efficiently as possible, but as
the quantity that may be bought in a turn is limited, a player
must make the most of the opportunity to buy when it arises,
as keeping your starting money won’t win you the game.
Game: Zombie in my Pocket
Designer: Jeremiah Lee
I introduce the next type of game with a caveat, as print-andplay games aren’t necessarily low-cost; some gamers put a lot
of time and money into making beautiful games. Some printand-play games are quite involved to make, and some are
quite simple. Some games that have gone on to be published
in a retail release started out as a popular print-and-play
game. One example is Zombie in my Pocket by Jeremiah Lee.
The print-and-play version is a solo tile-laying game where a
player tries to survive against zombies. The player explores a
house and yard, looking for the needed object, which must
be buried in the graveyard before midnight to win the game.
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I can’t discuss low-cost gaming without mentioning traditional
card games. Most, if not all, of us have some decks of cards
already on hand. It may be worth asking friends and family
members what games they grew up with, and if they would
be willing to teach you. Friends of ours taught us Euchre,
and I’ve taught several people Pitch over the years. I’ve had
as much fun in games of Euchre as I’ve had with the new
hotness, if not more. There can be a certain joy and nostalgia
when people play a game near and dear to them. Crazy stories
and traditions may surface. While I have upgraded games over
time, perhaps the best thing ever added to a game was the
plastic mooing cow from the dollar store (in some circles, 9
points in Euchre has an association with barns and milking).
Sometimes budget gaming comes from necessity, but there
are reasons to enjoy it even when new and shiny games are
available. I like being able to say that I’ve tried designs by
people such as Sid Sackson and Reiner Knizia. It’s the board
gaming version of browsing used bookstores and reading the
classics. I like using a few components for many things, which
saves not only money, but space. I like being able to try out a
style of game I might not otherwise have tried (a tile-laying
zombie game?!?) when it takes only a few sheets of paper and
a few minutes with the paper cutter.
Playing a game in which there is not a lot of money invested
also frees me to more honestly experience and evaluate
it. If I just received a $200 Kickstarter pledge, I have high
expectations, and a lot is riding on me liking it. I want it to
be perfect, I want to play it a certain number of times, I want
the condition to remain immaculate. It can be liberating to
try a low-cost or no-cost game, knowing that you never have
to play it again if you don’t want to. You don’t have to keep
the box perfect because it probably doesn’t have one. There
are many things to like about board gaming, and often that
includes boxes that look great on the shelf, and millions of
custom components. But just as a great novel is still a great
novel when read from a dog-eared paperback, a great game
is still a great game when played with some re-purposed bits.
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The Cockatrice
“A cockatrice flies into the face of any
threat, squawking and madly beating
its wings as its head darts out to peck.
The smallest scratch from a cockatrice’s
beak can spell doom as its victim slowly
turns to stone from the injury.” (D&D
Monster Manual, 2014)

What Makes a Good Monster?
By Craig Dedrick

Having recently received the 5th Edition of Dungeons and Dragons as a Christmas
present, I have been leafing through the Monster Manual. The book is visually
stunning, well laid out, and touches on some of the classic monsters of Dungeons
& Dragons, so right away it hits most of the necessary checkpoints of a quality
collection of creatures. Leafing through the book got me to thinking: while I can
easily quantify the attributes of a good Monster Manual, what makes a good
monster? Is it the picture? The appearance of the thing? The special abilities? The
answer, I think, lies in the story that it allows you to create.
Let’s look at two examples from the new book: the Kuo-Toa and the Cockatrice.
The Kuo-Toa
“At the height of the illithid empire, the mind flayers captured kuo-toa by the
thousands and forced them into bondage. The kuo-toa were simple creatures, never
meant to endure the oppressive mental force the illithids unleashed against them.
By the time the mind flayers abandoned them, the prolonged psychic subjugation
endured by the kuo-toa had driven them mad. Their minds shattered beyond repair,
the kuo-toa adopted a religious fervor, inventing gods to protect them against
threats… if enough kuo-toa believe that a god is real, the energy of their collective
subconscious can cause that god to manifest as a physical entity.”(D&D Monster
Manual, 2014)
This is just an excerpt from the rather lengthy description of the Kuo-Toa background.
Even from this small passage, one cannot help but imagine scenarios, adventures
and even larger story arcs based on these wonderful little fish creatures. Perhaps
they are now enslaved by the now real, imaginary god that they have created, and
the PC’s need to free them by convincing them that the god is, in fact, not real.
Perhaps they decide to worship the PC’s, summoning forth shadowy and nefarious
doppelgangers. The possibilities are endless.
Contrast the Kua-Toa with this description of the Cockatrice.
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Let me preface this commentary by
stating that this is the most interesting
part
of
the
single-paragraph
description. The Cockatrice is certainly
a more iconic monster from D&D
histories. Perhaps it is because of its
origins in English folklore that the
creators feel obligated to relegate this
creature to nothing more than a nasty,
petrifying chicken. But what stories
are conjured forth by this passage?
Probably not much more than a
chicken that attacks a group of PC’s,
perhaps followed by a minor quest to
find a way of reversing petrification.
This contrast exemplifies the nature of
a good monster, and in turn, the nature
of quality role-playing adventures.
Role-playing games tell a story. If the
whole point is to roll dice and fight
creatures, there are better games to
satisfy that itch (miniature games,
board games, etc.). The strength of the
role-playing game is in the storytelling,
and the monsters that provide you
with the framework on which to hang
an interesting story are truly the best
kind.
Luckily, there is no shortage of good
monsters. There are plenty of creatures
with interesting ecologies in the new
Monster Manual, and they are there
in the previous editions of D&D (and
other games) as well. I am reminded of
the Catoblepas from original Dungeons
& Dragons, which must surely be one
of the strangest and most interesting
creatures ever invented:
“…the female is a large omnivore,
feeding mostly on ooze and water
plants dredged from the swamps it lives
in, but gaining an important part of its
diet from animals it has killed. And no,
she doesn’t kill them with her deadly
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gaze, but with her breath! The female catoblepas secretes a
gas, deadly to anything except the female catoblepas, that is
belched out in an invisible cloud. The effective range is only
about sixty feet before it disperses, but within that range, the
only chance of escape is to run faster than the cloud expands.
The gas is equally deadly if breathed in or absorbed through
the skin….The male, poor fellow, is not immune to the poison
cloud, and normally keeps well clear of the female. But in the
mating season, the female exudes a scent which drives the
male wild with a lust that frequently overpowers his instinct
for self-preservation. He must try to wait until a solitary female
is feeding with her head buried in the ooze of the swamp.
Then, sprinting up to her, he dodges the heavy tail normally
used as a defense, mates very quickly, and sprints off again.”
(Dragon Magazine #73, “The Ecology of the Catoblepas,” 1983).
Now that is an ecology that conjures to mind a variety of
interesting adventures…

Kickstarter Corner
by Nicole Persram

The Kickstarter Corner is a thread under the SaskGames Forum dedicated to current, upcoming and past Kickstarter
crowdsourcing projects. Kickstarter is a platform where users can pledge money towards a project, and if that project meets
its minimum funding goal, the product will be made. There has been a big board game boom on the platform, and it’s a good
opportunity to either get games before they hit retail or to get a lot of extra goodies or promos, while helping fund the games
you are interested in. Show your support to new ideas, new opportunities, and aspiring game creators and go back something
on Kickstarter Corner.
Note: This game has just recently finished its Kickstarter campaign, but I felt it needed to have an article anyways. :)
The internet loves cats ... and thus, the card game Exploding Kittens. Illustrated by the exceedingly popular web comic artist
Matt Inman (The Oatmeal) and designed by Shane Small and Elan Lee, Exploding Kittens isn’t only the most-backed project
with 219,382 backers, it’s also the most-funded Games project ever, raising $8,782,571. That makes it the third-most-funded
project in Kickstarter history. Wow!
So what makes this game popular? It’s a quick draw and play card game. Draw a card, if it’s an exploding kitten, you’re dead. But
there are special cards you can play to defuse the bomb. Specifically those drawn with tools that can stop a cat’s shenanigans
and ones that can give you special powers such as catnip sandwiches, kitten therapy, and of course, laser pointers. There are
also cards that will let you pass, and look at the top card of the deck before starting your turn.
It works pretty much how its creators describe it: a “kitty-powered version of Russian Roulette.”
Not bad for a humble card game, huh?
January/February 2015 - Sask Games Newsletter
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Memoirs of a
Board Gamer:
Exploration,
Adventure, Point to
Point Movement, &
Network Building
by Matthew Marquand
As a kid growing up in small-town, rural Indiana, I rode my
bicycle everywhere. My memories are a jumble of oversaturated, polaroid-like stills of playing outside in the summer
sun, wearing only a pair of tattered cut-offs, bare feet calloused
like leather, installing fresh playing cards into the spokes of my
green Stingray, the chrome of my tall sissy-bar gleaming, the
black and white-striped vinyl of the banana seat hot to the
touch, coasting down hills arms held high the wind against
my skin. I loved that feeling of jumping onto my bike and
riding off to meet up with friends to play until dark or to just,
well, to just jump on my bike and go.
Every year I look forward
to hitting the road to put
some distance between
myself and Columbus to
join up with friends to play
Gaming is an
board games in a remote
amazing hobby that cabin in southeastern
Ohio. I pack the Mini to
spans international
the roof, jump in, put the
borders and brings us key in the ignition and…
wake up to my bed-side
together in ways that alarm, rubbing the sleep
from my eyes and coming
most people would
to the realization that it’s
still January, it’s really cold
never imagine.”
out, the Mini probably isn’t
going to cut it, and that I
need to coordinate with others to bum a ride from someone
who has a four-wheel drive with enough cargo capacity to
take everything I’ve packed plus firewood in case the cabin
loses electricity again like it during that ice storm a few years
ago. That year, without power (or heat), we played games
wearing every stitch of clothing we brought. I played games
wearing three shirts, my coat, my hat, two pairs of pants, and
under it all, long underwear. None of us would give up! We’d
waited a year to do this and we were going to like it!
Ah, but those are good memories! In the large, my gaming
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group has met for years but a small core group of six meet
yearly during the long Martin Luther King Holiday for three
solid days of gaming. We rent a small rustic cabin that sleeps
seven comfortably, divvy up meals before hand, coordinate
bins full of games, and within 15 minutes of arrival we’ve got
the furniture moved out to make space for a long “gaming”
table, extra lights, and with a fire in the fireplace and cheesy
grins, we break out the games and get playing like kids on
Christmas morning, Red Ryder BB guns not included.
We call it “Cabin Con” and yes, with only six, it’s a bit smaller
than BGG.CON, but it feels like our own personal convention.
Each November, several of us also travel a few hundred miles
to attend a small private convention in Indiana to sample
the fresh Essen releases with more distant friends, but Cabin
Con is much more intimate in a man-hug kind of way. If
you’ve not organized something like that with your group,
start organizing it immediately. It really is a great experience
to get out of Dodge, so to speak, and hang out for a while
doing something you love with great people away from the
trappings of work and of schedule.
A few years ago I was between job contracts and had the
opportunity to take my wife and two children to spend the
month of December in New Zealand driving a VW pop-up
camper van around both the north and south islands. We
had a relatively solid idea what we wanted to see but after
browsing Board Game Geek, I struck up a conversation with
one Kiwi who helped us immensely in finalizing our itinerary.
He and his wife invited us into their home in Christchurch,
took us for a tour of the city, and we got to play games with
them both nights. Their kids got along great with mine and it
was a smashing success. We continue to keep in touch to this
day.
Gaming is an amazing hobby that spans international borders
and brings us together in ways that most people would never
imagine. Non-gamers are amazed that we’ve traveled to the
complete other side of the planet to play board games with
people we’ve never met face to face. We knew what to expect
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though; we’re all cut from the same cloth.
Two summers ago, I again had the opportunity to travel
with my family but this time we chose Iceland and planned
a fourteen day driving trip around the entire island staying
in “farm stays”. Again I reached out to Board Game Geek and,
without difficulty, found a school teacher in Ísafjörður that was
willing to hone our itinerary and give us great tips on things
to do and sights to see. Our adventure took us to waterfalls,
horseback rides, glaciers, icebergs, and puffins! But beyond
the great beauty and grandeur of the Icelandic landscape, one
of our most cherished memories is spending time in the home
of our newly found Icelandic game geek friends.
We were invited into their home for a traditional Icelandic
breakfast and we talked for hours about the people of Iceland
and the United States, holidays, traditions, schools, travel, and
board gaming. We were amazed at the hospitality offered

to us but really we shouldn’t have been so surprised. Board
gamers share a common love of intellectual pursuits and
when you bring two families like that together, it’s really not
hard to build fantastic, long-lived memories.
If I could look far into the future of my retirement years, I’d love
to travel the world writing about people and playing board
games with them. I’d play games with people from all lifestyles
and backgrounds and experience gaming for the rich social
experience that it is. With the ever increasing pervasiveness
of electronic connectivity, it shouldn’t be hard to take some
risks, push my luck, plan my adventure, explore new routes,
take my actions, move from point to point, and build out my
gaming network.
But in the meantime, I’m warming up the Mini and looking for
some sturdy playing cards that fit into the wheels. Hey honey,
road trip!

Game Musings
by Tobias Lundberg

Unless you are a person who enjoys tournaments – or more
serious competitions in general – chances are that you see
quite a lot of different games over a certain period of time.
Some of these games will be new to you, others not. New
games mean new rules and that in turn means that you will
probably not win or, if everyone playing is new, that the
winner will be determinded more or less per happenstance.
The idea behind a game is to win; if no winner can be crowned
– then there is no game. It could be a puzzle, or something like
that, but a game it is not. Legendary game designer Reiner
Knizia once said that “[w]hen playing a game, the goal is to
win, but it is the goal that is important, not the winning”. While
this is important, how do you go about keeping the goal in
mind, while also trying to figure out all the quirks of a new
game?
I play a lot of games. Last year (2014) I clocked in at exactly 150
new ones. Granted, some were really small card games, but
still – there were a lot of rules to process and not a whole lot of
winning, if memory serves. The reason I played that many new
games was to let a friend play most of his unplayed games.
I have a regular game group – he has not, and while he is a
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member of my group, we usually play my games at my house.
You probably play games because you like playing games.
Things you like to do, you want to do often. Things you do
often are things at which you will end up good. Then how
come I do not feel particularly good at games? There are some
genres in which I usually win, or at least get a good ranking,
viz. auction and negotiation games, but despite having played
a lot of euro games, I rarely win them.
So, instead of playing and learning the finer detail of most of
the games I own, I keep buying and playing new ones. There
are exceptions, such as Taluva, which I have played over a
hundred times, but for the most part my games sit at having
been played a handful of times – and let us not talk about
expansions at all.
On the other hand, if you manage to regularly get friends
over to your house and if you can share time and a good beer
with people whose company you enjoy over board games for
hours on end, then you are a winner anyway and I would not
want to have it any other way. Also, when we are playing new
games, we are all at equal footing, which will make it a better
experience for everyone. So keep buying them games!
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Scotch and Games
Warmth of Hobby

By Bart ‘The Chief’ Brunscheen
Dice Tower & Scotch Test Dummies

I’m a thinker with an active internal dialogue. Left alone without distraction I become lost in future and past. Do that enough and
you, or at least I, can miss the now. So I put that internal dialogue to task and ask it to narrate the present, whenever possible.
Sunday, Liz (my wife) and I had been cleaning the sod house most of the afternoon in preparation for travelers. I prefer to leave
just a touch of clutter, intentionally, but Liz doesn’t succumb to my reality so everything is tidy.
I love hosting travelers. Even in modern day they are weary and in need of refuge. The more exciting when my home is not their
final destination. Simply a way point with potential. I have one night and a breakfast to provide a small window of experience.
They will then be gone, well before I run out of material.
On this night my wayward travelers were Matt, (virtually known as Bixby) and Colin, the latter I had never met, both from
Regina Saskatchewan and on a road adventure to BGGCon 2014. It was a cold day filled with flurries. A hearty BBQ brisket and
hotlink meal was ready with plans of after dinner Boardgames and a five bottle rolling tour of caramelized and smokey scotch.
Excitement built until Matt and Collin arrived safely. Warm greetings shared, Matt and Colin presented several unique local craft
beers with stories of Canadians queuing days in advance, camped in ice fishing huts on negative degree days simply to acquire.
We taste and feast.
Satiated we clear the table for sushi...Sushi Go baby! A light colorful card drafting game, accessible and soothing. A few rounds
over and Beau, my eight year old, sees Bang: The Dice Game being unlimbered and asks to join, this one beats Bang: The Card
Game hands down. Colin and Matt of course end up as outlaws with Liz playing the self-centered renegade and Beau as my
faithful, if not un-secretive Deputy. This Sheriff fell that night but I’ve been known to “Cylon” Matt on occasion so all is fair in love
and Boardgames.
As the family retired I brought out a nice five bottle progressive range of scotch. Traveling from sweet creamy vanilla Aberfeldy
to a medium heavy Laphroaig peat smoke. A nice introduction of range. In a way: Sushi Go, to Fairy Tail, into Seven Wonders.
As my family sat hosting travelers that cold snowy night, I internally sat back and felt the now. Scotch and games can certainly
be enjoyed in a contemplative solitaire fashion but boy do they shine in a crowd.

The Dice Tower

Scotch Test Dummies

Click HERE to go to
the Youtube Channel

Click HERE to go to
the Youtube Channel
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It’s All in the Game:
An Interview with
Jamey Stegmaier
of Stonemaier
Games
by Lori MacKenzie
If you’re part of the of the board game
community these days chances are you
are familiar with Stonemaier Games,
publishers of Viticulture, Euphoria,
Tuscany and the Treasure Chest of
Realistic Resources. Jamey Stegmaier,
one of the founders, was gracious
enough to agree to an email Q & A with
me to talk a bit about his company,
his upcoming Kickstarter projects and
other things that Stonemaier Games
has in store for us this year.

Hi Jamey, thanks for taking the time
to answer my questions today. Can
you tell me a bit about who is behind
Stonemaier Games, where you’re
located and why you decided to start
a publishing company?
Thanks so much for the opportunity
to talk about Stonemaier Games! I’m
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the president and co-founder of the
company, which officially started
when we reached our funding goal for
Viticulture back in September 2012.
I run the day-to-day operations, and
my co-founder and friend, Alan, helps
out with brainstorming, playtesting,
and coordinating replacement part
shipping. We’re located in St. Louis,
Missouri.
I’ve designed games since I was a kid,
but up until a few years ago I didn’t think
anything would come of that hobby.
However, in 2010/11 I started seeing a
few board games on Kickstarter, and I
loved the idea that the platform could be
used to not only raise funding and gauge
demand, but also build community with
people who are passionate about the
same things I’m passionate about. So
I designed Viticulture with Alan’s help,
and we were fortunate to successfully
fund on Kickstarter.
It seems like your reputation and
that of Stonemaier Games is really
exploding right now. You’re known
for excellent gaming components and
exceptional customer service which
has led to a dedicated following of
Stonemaier Games enthusiasts who
support you. How are you managing
your success and will this lead to
expanding your company and hiring
employees?
I’m flattered that’s what we’re known
for—thank you! Creating beautiful,
fun games and an all-around positive
experience for backers and customers is
really important to us.

How am I managing our success? One
day at a time. Sure, we’ve raised a lot
of money on Kickstarter, and we have
a growing fanbase, but I want to treat
each new game, product, or project as
if it’s our first. That is, I never want to
take our customers for granted, and I
want to keep the trust they have in us.
At the same time, the people who own
our games are a very small fraction of all
the gamers worldwide. While I’m very
happy for our current level of success,
I’m aiming for that next level where we
do a few print runs of our games each
year. We’re not there yet.
As for expansion and hiring, one of
the challenges of expanding our
product lines with each new game and
Kickstarter campaign is that it becomes
harder and harder for me to run the dayto-day operations by myself. Alan has a
full-time job and family, and Stonemaier
is 98% of my life (I also eat and sleep).
So we’ve begun to recognize that it will
be difficult for us to continue to grow
if we don’t find help. The Stonemaier
ambassadors—people who believe in
our mission and are willing to volunteer
their time in a variety of ways—have
been a huge help. Also, I no longer
design all of our games, as our newest
game, Between Two Cities, is designed
by two other designers (Ben Rosset
and Matthew O’Malley). Also, we just
announced that the Euphoria expansion
will be coordinated and designed by
Morten Monrad Pedersen, a long-time
Stonemaier supporter. So we’re slowly
but surely delegating to other people to
make sure we continue to move forward.
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Will Stonemaier games have a booth
at any upcoming conventions or trade
shows this year?
We’ll be at two conventions this year:
Geekway to the West in St. Louis and
Gen Con in Indianapolis. Geekway is
a wonderful gaming festival that’s all
about playing games, and that’s what
we’ll be there for—to play games with
people. At Gen Con our presence will
be a little more formal, as we have a
conference room in the Marriott 24/7 for
all 4 days. We’ll use that space to demo
our games, hear pitches from designers,
and lots of open gaming.
What’s the most ‘fun’ aspect of
designing/publishing board games?
One of the things I love most about game
design is the playtest when the game is
actually fun. As a game designer, I have
fun when people play my games with
me regardless of how terrible they are
in early playtesting. But there comes a
time in every playtest when you realize,
“Hey, this is actually a fun game!” I love
that moment, especially because I never
really know when it’s going to happen.
The most fun aspect of publishing games
for me is connecting with people. It’s
easy to look at Kickstarter and see a big
number—say, 4,333 backers on Tuscany.
But I’m interested in connecting in some
way with each of those people during
and after the campaign. I love that
type of engagement on Kickstarter and
beyond.
Let’s talk a bit more about 2015 for
Stonemaier Games. I know you’ve
had great success with Kickstarter

and I’m sure you have a few projects
in the works for us this year. Can you
tell me a bit about your next project,
Between Two Cities?
•
Designer: Ben Rosset (known
for Brew Crafters and Mars Needs
Mechanics) and Matthew O’Malley
(Diner and The Princess Bride: A Battle of
Wits)
•
Artist: Beth Sobel (Viticulture/
Tuscany, Lanterns)
•
Style or theme of game: City
building
•
Game Mechanics: It’s a
partnership-driven, tile drafting, tile
placement game with 1 winner
•
Kickstarter Date: February 25 at
9:30am CST
I believe Between Two Cities is the
first time that you’ve published a
game by another designer and I
can’t help but wonder how you’re
finding that process compared to
publishing your own material. Has
the experience changed for you and
will you continue to pursue games by
other designers?
We’ve actually been open to submissions
for a long time. We’ve seen some great
games, but this was the first one that we
were really excited to publish. I’ve really
enjoyed the process. I’m not exactly sure
how other publishers do it, but I took
on the role of developer to hone the
game and make sure it was as fun as
possible. Ben and Matthew were great
to work with, as they remained the key
playtesters until we expanded to blind
playtesting (which we coordinated).

Was there anything completely
unexpected that came up with this
new dynamic?
Well, one nice surprise was that I didn’t
have to make prototypes. When I
design a game, an incredible amount
of time is spent creating and remaking
and printing and putting together
prototypes—I’m talking hundreds and
hundreds of hours. However, Matthew
is very handy with graphic design, so he
handled this part of the process (and did
so much more efficiently than I could
have). That was a very pleasant surprise
and one I would value in other game
designers.
I know Stonemaier Games has more
goodies in store for us in 2015. What’s
coming up after Between Two Cities
successfully funds on Kickstarter?
I hope your prediction is correct! :)
After Between Two Cities, we’ll launch
a campaign in mid-April (hopefully)
for the next three Treasure Chests (18
new premium resource tokens in total).
Sometime after that (probably in the
fall) we’ll have a campaign for Scythe, a
game I’m currently designing.
Are you chasing any other ideas right
now that may not be developed until
2016 whether that’s something else
you’re designing or something still
being pursued?
Currently our 2016 lineup includes the
release of Scythe and the Kickstarter
and release for a Euphoria expansion. It’s
likely we’ll have another Treasure Chest
or two and an expansion to Between
Two Cities if it does well after the retail
release.
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Touching a bit more on the original
Treasure Chest of Realistic Resources,
mine has recently arrived on my
doorstep and we’re all oohing and
aahing over these beautiful tokens.
There’s obviously a big demand for
Stonemaier Games to continue with
this resource line and I know you’ve
been running some polls on your web
page for future combos of goods. Was
this a completely unexpected line for
Stonemaier Games?
The Treasure Chest originally came
about as a solution to a problem. We
had created some beautiful “realistic”
resources as a stretch goal for the
Kickstarter version of Euphoria, but we
labeled them “Kickstarter exclusive,”
so we couldn’t make or sell them postKickstarter. So we decided to create
more generic versions of the tokens (but
just as nice) so people could use them in
Euphoria or any game. In that way it was
unexpected. My hope is the demand for
the tokens will continue, as we made a
lot of them!

How do you feel about producing
accessories and are you now locked in
long-term in this genre?

Is there anything else you want to
reveal about Scythe regarding game
mechanics, theme etc.?

I love the tangible, tactile aspect of
games, especially games that make
you ooh and aah, as you said. So if I can
contribute to that aspect of the industry
as a whole through the Treasure Chest
line of accessories, I’m all for it.

So, Scythe is about the intersection
between farming and warfare (hence
the movie-style pitch of “Agricola meets
Kemet”). The villagers rely on the troops,
and the troops rely on the villagers.
Scythe takes place in an alternatehistory 1920s where 5 asymmetric
factions (loosely connected to real-life
countries) converge to conquer, expand,
reap resources, and build their empires.
Scythe is card driven (on your turn, you
play 1 card, and each card has several
different options). I can’t say much more
because it’s so early in development—
anything is subject to change at this
point! :)

The
Tuscany
Kickstarter
also
produced some very nice metal lira
coin sets which are now available
through Amazon and Meeplesource.
At the end of 2014, Stonemaier
Games created a huge buzz on
BoardGameGeek with the posting
of a fascinating piece of art for an
upcoming game called Scythe. I’d
love to hear about how you found/
met the artist, Jakub Różalski. Did you
have the concept and then find the
artist or did the artist’s work inspire
the concept?
For most of 2014 last year I was
working on game concepts that mix
Euro mechanisms with thematic
mechanisms. But I wasn’t successful in
creating anything I was really excited
about.
Then one day I saw a post on Kotaku for
an artist who mixed mechs with scenes
from 1920s central/eastern Europe. They
completely captured my imagination,
and I wanted to create a game in that
world. So I reached out to Jakub, who I
assumed would never reply, but much
to my pleasure, he did! I told him about
some ideas I had for the game, and he
was receptive to continuing to build the
world and letting me turn it into a board
game.
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I’d be interested to know how you
feel about managing the hype for
something that is still so many
months in the future. A big part
of any product launch has got to
be momentum so how do you get
everything to peak all at once? Are
there any regrets in revealing that
photo when you did?
My goal with releasing the cover art
so early was that I wanted people to
have the opportunity to follow the
development of the world and the
game, especially through Jakub’s art.
While I was surprised by the amount of
attention it received, I don’t regret it. In
fact, many of the comments we received
have been very helpful (though I’ve
been mindful to stay true to our vision).
As for how we get everything to peak
at once, when Scythe is getting closer
to the Kickstarter, I’ll release more and
more information and art. For now,
though, I’m trying to keep most of the
attention on Between Two Cities and
the Treasure Chests.
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Let’s get away from game discussions
and talk about your growing
reputation as the guru of Kickstarter. I
am constantly running across projects
where the backers are advising
the creator to read your Kickstarter
Blog for advice on everything from
customer service, page layout and
the ever contentious shipping! With
the added pressure of being seen as
such an expert do you still enjoy the
Kickstarter process?

Crowdfunder’s Strategy Guide: How I
Kickstarted My Dream Company,” and
it’s inspired by my story and tons of
other Kickstarter stories. It’s kind of an
extension of the blog—the intent of
the book is to help other creators be
successful on crowdfunding through
trust, empathy, and community building.
It will be released in September from
publisher Berrett-Koehler.
Before I let you go I’m going to throw
out a classic Jamey question and ask what have you been playing recently?

Well, the reason I write the blog is to
help other creators, and my hope is
that more and more of them discover it
before launching their campaign. I don’t
really feel like an expert; it’s more that I’m
willing to share my mistakes, thoughts,
and insights on a regular basis, and
people seem to find them helpful.
But yes, absolutely, I still love the
Kickstarter process. I feel incredibly lucky
that the whole concept of crowdfunding
exists. Just the idea that I have direct
contact with every single backer is
amazing to me—it’s almost a return to
small-town America in the 1950s where
everyone knows your name. I love that.
How do you see the Kickstarter
process evolving over the next year
or two?
There was a time when I thought that new
creators would be crowded out by repeat
creators with established audiences,
but I no longer think that is true. Sure,
I think poorly executed projects will
continue to fail, but I think new creators
are learning from all campaigns run by
everyone that came before them.
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One thing I think will continue to happen
is that we’ll see “mega campaigns” from
people with huge audiences (like the
recent Exploding Kittens campaign from
the author of The Oatmeal). Kickstarter is
a fantastic way for their fans to support
the creators they love. I think it’s great
for crowdfunding in general, as those
mega campaigns will bring new people
to Kickstarter—new people who might
discover some other neat projects as
well.
Jamey Stegmaier the author, is going
to be premiering soon. It must be an
exciting time for you as your words
come in to print. Can you share some
of the details of your upcoming book?
Yes, I’m actually facing the final deadline
right now! :) The book is called “A

I’m finishing up this interview a few
minutes after my weekly game night.
Tonight we played Deus for the first
time (it has an interesting card-stacking
mechanism that is actually kind of
similar to an enhancement system in
Scythe) and Fresco, one of my go-to
light worker placement games that had
a huge influence on Viticulture. I’ve really
been yearning to continue my Tuscany
campaign. Sometimes I get burned
out on playing games I designed, but
the Tuscany expansion is something I
always want to play. :)
Well, Jamey, it’s been a pleasure.
Thank you for your time today and
good luck with all your projects this
year. If our readers want to find out
more about Stonemaier Games where
can they go for information?
Thank you so much for taking the time
to write these questions! It’s been a
pleasure. You can find me on Twitter at
@jameystegmaier, on Facebook at the
Stonemaier Games page, and on my
blog at www.kickstarterlessons.com.
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The

Yardmaster’s
Report
by Tyler McLaughlin
Train games are a very interesting niche
of our hobby. There are a significant
number of games in the genre of varying
styles and complexity. There are also a
number of passionate hobbyists that
specialize in this genre. This column
will feature the stylistic musings of
Tyler McLaughlin from Medicine Hat.
He will keep you “on track” with any
information you need on train games.

1831 IN 3 PARTS
Part #1 – The history
In 1996, the late Carl Burger published
an 18xx title on a scale like no one had
ever seen. There were 26 copies made,
serialized A-Z and all hand crafted by Carl
(which is ridiculous in and of itself ). Each
game included a hand drawn (!) map the
size of the Island of Malta and the nearly
500 track tiles to accompany, 1,076
wooden pieces for marking stations
and railheads, 30 companies, (for
reference, 1830 has 8....) 500 certs and
9 kinds of train. 1831 is Big. No, bigger
than that, really big! Unfortunately, as
Carl has passed on, I do not have him
as an available resource for questions
like “Carl, how’s life as a crazy person?”
or “Carl, how long has it been since
you’ve seen the sun?” If you look him up
on his Designer page on Board Game
Geek, you see “was a game designer
who designed the game 1831. Railroad
gaming was his passion.” This simple, for
lack of better phrasing, obituary was the
inspiration for what is to follow. I’d like
to help you understand what the term
“Passion” meant in relation to Carl.
Carl is kind of a hero of mine. It’s a weird
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sort of hero though, because I know very
little about him. I know he died of heart
failure, I’m not sure exactly what kind.
(but I do know it was on Dec. 17, 1999 at
the age of 50.) I don’t really know what
he did as a real job or what his favourite
game was. I do know that he poured
himself into a 18xx project of a scale that
most people thought was impossible to
create and circulate. Carl not only did it,
but did it with limited resources and his
own two hands. He designed, crafted,
play-tested and published 26 copies
of a labour of love and I think that
deserves some acknowledgement and
respect.1831 is a game that deserves

more attention than the few people
who own copies can afford it. It was
a triumph in self publishing and is an
inspiration to me. Which is why you get
what follows....
I have decided to investigate this game
on the same scale as the game seeks
to investigate it’s small portion of
american rail history. What will follow
is to be a series of three articles (which
may or may not come subsequently).
This article will take a look at the history
of the game from my perspective and
research. The second article will be an
in depth analysis of the game from the
mathematical and I will provide charts
and tables in the interest of better play.
The third article will be an interview with
the man who took enough of an interest
in Carl’s work that he resurrected the
game, Scott Peterson of All-Aboard
Games. I hope that in what will follow, I
can do my part to get this game a bit of
the limelight I would like it to have/that I
think it deserves.		
Let’s begin with Carl’s production
methods, which were rather intensive
and were altered very little throughout
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copy of 1831 required somewhere
between 120-130 hours to assemble.
Some quick mathematical: An average
person working a full time job works
about 2000 hours a year. Remember that
number. Carl made 26 copies (28 copies)
at 120 hours a piece = 3120 hours. It’s at
this point where I will mention that Carl
HAD a full time job, a wife and kids and
a penchant for train games. If nothing
else, the man was a ninja at time
management. I’m proud of myself when
I can get a nap in during the week....

the process of him building his 26
(actually 28) copies of 1831. The maps
produced by most people these days
are done on computers, but in the
past, things were a little different. For
Example, Chris Lawson, when he was
publishing, would hand cut light green
hexes and build a map out of this
entirely. Once set, he would cut out
and glue map features in layers over
top the existing pasted map portions.
Some maps would have upwards of 6
different map features in layers, right
down to the circular city dots being cut
and pasted onto the centre of every hex
that contained a significant location.
From this layered frankenstien map,
Chris would produce copies. In graphic
design, this original map is known as a
“mechanical”.

Carl’s approach was quite different
and quite a lot more work. Carl drew a
2’ x 3’ map by hand in black and white
and would have them copied at his
local Kinkos. He would then hand
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color each one and personalize it by
the request of the purchaser, usually
just by monogramming it and having
it laminated. Carl’s 30 charters and 500
certs were all hand drawn masters which
were then copied, mounted onto 20lb
card stock, hand cut and laminated. The
game also contains over 1000 tokens
used for the two kinds of station in the
game, passenger station and rail-yard.
Each has different properties within the
game and are, of course, different shapes.
The passenger stations are cylinders
and the rail-yards are cubes. There are
19 of each for each 30 companies. Carl
started out by purchasing lengths of
dowel and cutting, sanding and hand
painting them and then affixing a
company logo to each..... Eventually, he
found someone to produce coloured
cubes and cylinders and would print
the company heralds onto sticker paper
but still. There are about 6 copies in
circulation that Carl sanded the station
markers for. Think on that point for a
moment.
Most everything else in the game kits
were copied at Kinkos and mounted
onto card-stock from hand drawn
masters, then cut and assembled by
Carl. (The money and rules are the
exception. The money was printed
onto coloured paper and cut up. Each
denomination of bill hand drawn with
train art circa 1830 in a very artistic, but
historically accurate style. The rules were
typewritten and copied at....Wait for it.....
Kinkos.) The packaging for this game
was a very large cardboard mailing tube
which Carl decked out with cool artwork
of his own design for the entirety of the
outside of the tube.
Carl was quoted as saying that each

Unfortunately, I have very little to say
on the topic of Carl’s design and playtesting efforts because I have very little
information regarding that time of the
game’s development, suffice to say that
it took him several years to produce
the game in the state we find it now.
Even then, it is rumoured that Carl was
still not entirely happy with the state
of the design when he went to publish
and would have liked to get some
more polish out of it before he went
to print. I will quote Mike Hutton here
from a previous Interview I conducted.
“I learned from 1860 that there comes a
point where you have to publish or bin a
design.” I’m glad Carl went the route he
did.

In 1997, Rail Gamer magazine hosted an
18xx tournament where the first prize
was a copy of 1831. (valued at $250 I
might add.) This was to be one of two
extra copies of 1831 produced beyond
the original 26 copies, the second
produced as a prize for a different
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tournament. (If you include Carl’s master,
there were 29 copies up until 2014)
Once Rail gamer started up and Carl was
able to publish adds within, he sold out
his remaining copies in less than a year
and the heat was on. To quote Carl in
Rail gamer Magazine:

“Carl Burger has announced that all 26
of his mammoth 1831 games have been
sold. “Tell people not to ask me for them.
The only way they can get one is to buy
one from someone who has bought one,
or wait for a kit version if John Bohrer
[of Winsome Games] decides to make
it. Or they could win one at the Three
River’s Game Fest 18xx Tournament in
May, because I am making a special
Designer’s copy for the winner.”
Carl did this twice, pictured here is a copy
won by a man named Frank Cunliffe of
Pennsylvania being presented to him
by none other than Carl Burger himself,
one of the event’s judges. (Part of the
tournament in which this game was
won was a 5 handed game of 1830 in
which the difference between 1st and
5th place was a $350 spread.... Wow.)
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In my traipsing about through this
hobby of ours, I have had the honour
and privilege to get to know a handful
of truly spectacular human beings from
all over the world. I think train gamers
do this out of equal parts necessity and
desperation. Necessity because it can
sometimes be the only way to meet like
minded people or procure the games
for themselves, desperation because it
can at times be difficult to locate players
for the games you work so hard to
find in the first place. In my journeys, I
met a guy named Ron. Ron has a fairly
impressive game collection and not
just in terms of size. Some of the things
he has managed to find over the years
are truly remarkable from a collector’s
perspective. He and I have collaborated
on a few trades and file sharing exercises
over the years. Ron is fortunate because
he lives in Austria and is reasonably
close to Essen.
In doing my research for this series of
articles, I was reading old issues of Rail
Gamer Magazine (the scans of which I
got from Ron.) and one of the things I
read was a life experience piece written
by Carl about a trip he took to Essen. In
the article HE MENTIONS RON as the
kind and generous person he stayed
with while there. Imagine the situation,
I’m reading this in bed for the night after
deciding to buckle down and write this
big geeky train thing when I discover
that a friend of mine personally knew
the man who was to be the subject of my
articles. I raced downstairs and started
typing up a message to Ron. “YOUKNEW
CARL!” As it turns out, Ron was gracious
enough to share a few fond memories
and anecdotes with me. What follows
are Ron’s words, not mine.
“I learned about Carl Burger when I
stumbled over a piece of information
(along with contact) for 1831. The cost
was $200 plus shipping – an insane
price but nevertheless, we ordered
two copies as 18xx games were scarce
at the time. Carl – who now had my
address – contacted me the next year
as he planned to go to Essen and for
reasons unknown, he chose me to ask
about lodging. At the time we stayed
at a youth hostel outside Essen every
year, and usually had some beds left, so
I offered him one, warning him also that
he has to sleep in a room with 5 other

guys. He didn’t care and so we met the
first time at Essen, at Winsome Games’
booth.
We immediately got along fine and had a
wonderful time at the fair. I learned that
his flight back was due on Wednesday,
but the fair ended on Sunday. One of
the guys who was with us at the fair
would always invite us to stay a week
in Frankfurt and offered Carl to come
with us, as his flight on Wednesday was
scheduled to take off from Frankfurt
Airport.
In Frankfurt, we went to an Irish Pub
on Monday evening, meeting tons of
people there; one of them a game store
owner who immediately wanted to try
out 1831, so he, Carl and few others
went off to his shop to play the game.
Carl was given a Key to the apartment,
and we went on drinking Guinness,
while Carl and the others played the
game. When we went home, about 3
in the morning, Carl wasn’t there. We
were a little worried, but as we all had
too many pints, and agreed that Carl is
a fully grown and responsible man, we
agreed to go to sleep and investigate
in the morning. When we woke up, Carl
sat in the living room, totally relaxed,
watching an American news channel,
eating chips and drinking Coke. They
have played until 5 in the morning!
The next year, Carl contacted me again,
as he and his family planned a trip to
Vienna – my hometown. I organized a
nice hotel for them and collected them
from the airport. So I met his wife and
her son (both wonderful people) and we
spent a really great time in Vienna! We
visited all the Imperial buildings, Castles
in the countryside, took a trip on the
Danube … all the stuff a tourist likes to
do. On one evening I organized a game
evening where we played 1831 with
10 experienced 18xx gamers! That was
something! Of course, Carl won! When
he left, they invited me to come to the
US the next year and stay at their house.
I would really have loved to do that, but
then his wife called and told me about
his passing.
I remember Carl as a quiet, intelligent
and extremely friendly person. I would
have loved to know him better, visiting
him in his home in the States, playing
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more games with him. I knew he had a
heart condition, but I never would have
thought it was so serious. However, I am
glad that I have met him. With his 1831
game he left a monument of himself in
the 18xx community and he will not be
forgotten.”
You will note that when Ron spoke of
ordering 1831 from Carl, it cost $200.
Let’s pretend for a moment that Carl
didn’t have to buy any materials to
produce a game. No paper, art supplies,
wood, tubes, nothing. Let us also pretend
that Carl didn’t have to spend any time
developing, play-testing or marketing
and advertising his game. Carl made
$1.60 an hour to produce this game. I’ve
ran numbers on the situation if we don’t
pretend all those things and Carl lost
money, no matter how generously I price
time and supplies. Why would he do all
of this? Because Carl wanted to make his
game a reality and his dedication to that
idea, the game and himself is why Carl
is a personal hero of mine. His is a story
of overcoming enormous amounts of
work to make something to give away
essentially. The generous spirit that was
the reason this game came into being is
really something special and not typical
of what you see in game design today.
Since Scott Petterson at All-Aboard
Games has purchased the rights to

1831 and started making copies, he
has sold around 40, meaning there
are now about +/- 70 copies out in the
world. I purchased one from Scott and
his methods and production quality will
be the subject of another article. I am
pleased to own a copy and would love
to share this game with anyone willing
to try it out. I have been known to travel
for conventions and if this scale of 18xx
game seems like something you have an
interest in, please let me know. You can
contact me personally at pt.mclaughlin@
shaw.ca or on either BoardGameGeek
or SaskGames under the user name
“e.e.goings” and I’m always looking for
new geek-buddies. I will always make
myself available for questions and help
with all things related to train games.
I even have some files I can share for

some of the harder to find PnP stuff.
As mentioned previously, my next article
will be a very deep look at the game itself.
I will assume some familiarity with the
rules to 1830 in the reader in an effort to
save time and words, inasmuch as I will
only be providing the rules differences
in relation to 1830. I will discuss why
what Carl did was interesting and the
impact his design choices had on the
18xx genre, as well as provide you
with charts and tables which will make
the game a little easier to look at and
think about. Until next issue, thanks for
reading and It is my hope that now that
you know about Carl and his life’s work,
that that knowledge will inspire you to
do something BIG!

Through the Lens
Some boardgames are very pleasing to the eye when set up, it is great to capture some of those moments in pictures. Do you
have some game related photos you would like to share with the group? Send them to Photos@SaskGames.com

The Captain Is Dead
Murray Bennett
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FOW: First Wednesday Night of Every Month Demo
December Demo ( December 3rd, 2014 )
Tramp’s Comics and Games, the LGS (local FoW game store),
was happy to see us as we arrived. They were in the process
of setting up a new rewards program to which we eagerly
assigned ourselves – who can argue with free stuff?

By Lance Mathew
In conclusion: My partner Sebastien – brand new player – and
I took first place at December Doubles; Sebastien with his
loaned MW Panther company (from myself ) and me with my
MW Panzer Grenadiers.
January Demo ( January 7th, 2015 )

Another huge shipment from Battlefront had arrived and I
spent no time at all notifying the FoW Regina Rifle members
that more buildings and scenery had come in as well as there
was an Early Christmas Sale on.

Tramp’s Comics and Games, the LGS (local game store), was
happy to see us as we arrived. As were the two eager players:
Tyler and Curtis. I thought that was odd as I was sure that the
demo player signed up was named Jem.

Since no one showed for the demo I was in luck as Lorne, a
player from Saskatoon, was down for work and had brought a
MW (Mid War) German Grenadier list that he was considering
bringing to the December Doubles Tournament (which was
held on the 13th of December). I had also brought my MW
Panzer Grenadiers just in case someone wanted to try out
their MW lists. And, waiting in the back wings, was Minnieme, Brody, who was ready with several demo lists just in case
someone arrived to throw down.

Yet again another huge shipment from Battlefront had arrived
and I quickly notified the FoW Regina Rifle members that the
Israeli-Arab or FaoN (Fate of a Nation) had arrived. Minnie-me,
Brody, promptly began drooling over the IShermans (Israeli
Shermans) and M48 Patton tanks.

Meanwhile, Lorne showed me how effective the MW Panzer
V (aka Panther) was by sloughing off all my AT (anti-tank) fire
from my Pak40’s. I really didn’t have an answer for the Panthers
and my Panzer Grenadier infantry saves were dismal against
regular Grenadier guns. Personally, I believed they were
enjoying playing dead for a blue on blue game before any real
fighting began. Within no time at all I had lost control of the
game to Lorne who graciously took the win.
So we picked up the Eastern Front Book, for Brody of course,
and a couple more Panthers, for a new list. Hey, there was a sale
on! Then we headed for a coffee establishment – hey, it was
kind of cold out. There was snow on the ground (temperatures
were in the positives; a rarity in Saskatchewan in December).
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Since few people have shown up for the last few demos I had
simplified things and only brought one German armour list
and a single British tank list. So, of course we would have
a decent turn out! Brody took Tyler under his Desperate
Measures book’s Anti-tank list wing of ten StuGs. I accepted
Curtis (no, not that Curtis – no, not that Cutis either) as my
partner and we took charge of a company of ten Canadian
tanks, three of which were Firefly tanks, from the Market
Garden book. Brody and Tyler tried to push the right while
holding the centre – a tactic we mirrored but much more
effectively with the centre able to employ semi-indirect fire
(rerolling misses at long range) brewing up several StuGs off
the hop against no losses of our own. You just have to love
the late war Firefly tank with its AT (anti-tank) 15 point gun
blasting through German armour! The Firefly tanks eventually
were the tell-tale heart of Curtis & my company and they
slowly but surely punished the German panzers.
Meanwhile, Jem showed up - which was fortuitous as Tyler had
to go right about then. Jem mentioned that he was interested
in getting into a new game and was playing the new Star Wars
game. I agreed that the Star Wars game was awesome looking
but that I had not had a chance to play as Cupcake would kill
me if I got into another game system. Pretty sure I actually
explained it that way.
After the game reached its inevitable conclusion and after
Curtis departed Jem asked the question: “So what should
I get?”, except this time he added but I want Canadians. I
smiled and quickly suggested the Market Garden book but
also mentioned the Road to Rome book. He hummed and
hawed before buying Market Garden. Plus the sales clerk also
mentioned they were closing – if not already closed.
Earlier I handed out my FoW cards to all three of our new
players and even took note that they had begun sealing it in
with the rule books; that might explain the increased traffic
on our Facebook page. Looks like we are off to a great Flames
of War Year! And, with the FoaN models we will soon have
another era to demo!
St. Valentine’s Day Massacre / Battle of Monte Cassino
( January 24th, 2015 )
Matt (member of the Flames of War Regina Rifles) and I arrived
early at Tramp’s Comics and Games, the LGS (local game
store), to set up the table that was to be our battleground.

There has been a huge section of scenery there that I have
always wanted to use but it is too small to use being 2’ short.
Now, Matt & I used its majestic hill to be the centre piece of the
battle. Of course we placed a ruined Italian monastery on that
hill. Luckily there were no Lancasters in the Allied lists.
With the table set up we began to see the players arrive and also,
more noticeably, not arrive. The weather was freakishly warm
and we were experiencing freezing rain in Saskatchewan. Not
at all ideal at any time – let alone when you are trying to run a
large Flames of War event. Consequently we were down a few
players having four Allied and two Axis – there were originally
supposed to be eight versus eight. Matt braved the curling
driving conditions to retrieve his cousin James and I recruited
a local 40K gamer coincidently also named James. So, it was
Wayne (from Edmonton), James, James, and I on the Axis side.
On the Allied team it was Stephen (from Moose Jaw), Matt,
David, & Sean.
Right away I could tell that I as the event organizer had made
a mistake. I had upped the points from 1500 to an even 2k per
each player. The artillery parks were actually vying for room
in the deployment zone. There were not enough combat or
weapons platoons – most players had brought their artillery
and from the looks of things all of it. With the St. Valentine’s
Day Massacre mission parameters of only a single tank choice
there wasn’t much choice in order to get to the 2k amount.
My fault – I should have either left the points as suggested or
even reduced them lower.
By the time deployment had been completed and we had
everyone arrive that was going to arrive it was high noon –
high time to get something to eat. We broke for lunch and
headed over to the Beer Brothers on the other side of the
Scarth Street Mall. Stephen and David ordered a pint of bacon
each which as I am writing this I am still drooling over and I did
not even get a bite of it. Of course other food and beverages
were consumed but the bacon still sticks on my head…
Returning to the game and the layout of the terrain (which
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was modeled after the blasted terrain of Monte Cassino)
the infantry had to little choice but to hunker down as any
assault would be suicide and any shooting would reveal their
positions. Meanwhile shells blasted overhead of the infantry
in their hasty foxholes attempting to destroy opposing
batteries and antitank guns from both sides. However, slowly
the Allies’ superior amount of artillery and special rules began
to grind down an Axis platoon a turn. By turn three, three
German platoons were gone to no losses on the Allies. And,
while there were a few Allied platoons close to breaking, the
day was getting late and the game would take at least another
day to resolve. With that in evidence we called it a relaxing fun
day of Flames of War.

Redge rolled his Panzer IIIs and IVs
forward in order to snipe at my
stationary Shermans. He also followed
Minnie-me’s advice to tear down the
road and swing around to stab my
Stuart light tanks in the rear with
his two 8-Rads. The Stuarts brewed
up while my Shermans managed to
deflect the Panzers IIIs and dodge
the Panzer IVs shots. The demo was
almost over in the first turn! My return
fire was also pretty effective. I find
semi-indirect fire the best rule the
British/Canadian tanks get but my
firepower rolls only gutted two tanks
and left another bailed out. Redge did
not even need his HG reroll to keep his zug (German platoon)
in the game. Then with protected ammo Redge remounted
the bailed tank and proceeded to return fire at my Canadian
tanks. At this point most movement ceased after the German
armour closed so that the semi-indirect fire was not available
to the Canadians. And the game boiled down to a dice off.
Redge and Wes thanked us for the game and expressed
interest in the upcoming tournament on the 21st (February
Fate) as well as the larger events we hold every quarter. Hope
to see them again soon!

Our next large event will be the Regina Rifles verus twenty-five
Panthers! Bretteville L’Orgueilleuse: The German Tank Attack
February Demo ( February 4th, 2015 )
Tramp’s Comics and Games, the LGS (local game store), was
pretty quiet when we arrived. Might have something to do
with the frigid cold temperatures we were experiencing. I
guess -29 before wind chill will take the sails out of most
gamers venturing out. Tonight I had Cupcake & Minnie-me in
tow so either way I would for sure have someone to test my
mettle/metal against.
No one had arrived by the 18:15 start time and twenty minutes
later Minnie-me and I were getting ready to lock horns. I had
brought a HG (Herman Goring) Tank List to face off against
an Overlord Canadian Armoured list. No sooner had we laid
everything out when Redge & his son Wes arrived to try out
their luck at the demo. Redge had recently bought an Open
Fire set and was keen to try out more of the game. Wes was
somewhat in tow as is my Minnie-me most times. Today I
brought six lists just in case we had more players. Cupcake
normally plays Finns and Minnie-me is an antitank player of all
makes and models (preferring StuGs with tank escorts). Redge
was more interested than Wes and so we had a cooperative
type demo game; with all three/four of them against me.
Redge chose the German air force while I was content to play
Shermans and Sherman Fireflies.
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The
SaskGames
Word Search
You need something more to do
than just read a newsletter. How
about we put you to work with
a Word Search? Find the game
related words below. Can you
find them all? We will not give
you the words to find, only the
following clues:
The theme for this month is
games with Hidden Roles.
Whether you know who the
players are or not, these guys
are sneaky. In addition to
finding our website and three
slogans, find 13 Hidden Role
games.

---

A number of you commented
that you really liked the word
search. We’re glad you like it
and we will try to make sure to
add one each issue. A couple of
people wished we would print
a list of the words. Part of the
challenge is using the theme for
the words to both identify then
find them. To help you out, we
will publish a list of words on the
website for those looking for a
hand. The list will be published
in the New Bulletin Thread HERE
By Matt Robertson
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Call For Volunteers
By Matt Robertson

Would you like to get involved? There are plenty of ways you can help or be a part
of the team. We invite people to be involved with our events, our newsletter, and
the website. Perhaps you like to write, maybe you are great with people and want to
ambassador an event, it could be you like to teach games, or just want to be in the
background supporting what we do. In any case, we would love to hear from you!!!
Send us an email with some information about what you would like to do:
Volunteers@SaskGames.com

About SaskGames
By Matt Robertson
The SaskGames site is primarily in place to promote board games and help
members locate others with similar interests in the Province of Saskatchewan. The
site has a calendar where events can be posted for Public or Private gaming venues.
The public venues can be viewed and accessed by anyone; the private venues are
open to only those members as dictated by the owner of the venue. Each member
will only see the events and postings for venues they have been given access to.
The result is a consolidated calendar which will show a variety of gaming events
occurring in the Province. This will serve to make it easier for people to get involved
in various board game activities that interest them. The site has a section devoted
to various styles of games where players can indicate their interests in particular
games or genres for the purpose of connecting with others who share that interest.
We hope this helps members get some of their favourite games to the table more
often. “Life is Short; Play Games!”

Connect to Us!
Email us:
Info@SaskGames.com
Join us:
www.SaskGames.com
Want Future Issues?
Subscribe Here
Past Issues Available
Here

* OUR MISSION *
(1) Organize gaming in the province of Saskatchewan by having a consolidated
calendar of gaming events.

Newsletter Team
(2) Assist people to connect with other people with similar game interests.
(3) We hope that as word gets out, people who visit Saskatchewan will find it
easier to locate game stores and/or board game events.

Chief Meeple / Designer
Nicole Persram
Editor
Marc Bendig

SaskGames by the Numbers:
807 Members / 25,078 Posts / 4,117 Topics / 180,829 Page Views Last Month
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